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 IT periodic along is a coasts matter rise is and of caused fall common of by the the knowledge waters attractions of the that of ocean the the
 periodic rise and fall of the waters of the ocean
 along coasts is caused by the attractions of the

 sun and moon; that the varying ranges of the rise
 and fall are due to the relative positions of these
 heavenly bodies and of the earth, where distances
 from each other are constantly changing in the an-
 nual movement of the earth in its orbit around the
 sun and of the moon in its orbit around the earth;
 and that the daily periods are caused by the revolu-
 tion of the earth about its own axis. When the moon
 is nearest the earth it is said to be at perigee and the
 tidal range will then be larger; when at apogee it is
 farthest away, and the range is smaller. Other modi-
 fications of range are caused by winds and by baro-
 metric pressure. Prolonged, heavy on-shore winds not
 only raise the waters but may prevent their fall
 through a tidal period, while an off-shore wind pro-
 duces a corresponding fall. Changes in barometric
 pressure produce changes in tidal height of two inches
 for each tenth of an inch difference in barometric
 readings.

 The highest tides (spring tides) occur when the
 sun, moon and earth are in a straight line, i. e., when
 the moon is full or at change; the lowest (neap tides)
 at the first or third quarter of the moon.

 The Effect of the Moon

 It seems anomalous, but is true, that the effect
 of the attraction of the moon on the mass of the
 earth, combined with the attraction of the volume of
 the earth for its own particles, should act as a lifting
 force on the side of the earth toward the moon and
 also on the side opposite, these forces being equal and
 acting in opposite directions. Due to this force a wave
 is formed in the mobile waters of the oceans, on each
 side of the earth, which follows the apparent position
 of the moon. Consequently, at any port a high water
 is found at a certain interval of time after the moon 's
 passage over the port's meridian. This interval of
 time as observed on the days when the moon is at full
 or change is called technically, "the establishment
 of the Port." It is also called the "high water
 lunitidal interval," and sometimes "high water, full
 and change." The "corrected establishment" is the
 mean of the intervals observed for at least one lunar
 month.

 On the Atlantic coast of North America the highest
 tides are experienced one day after the moon is at
 full or change; on the Atlantic coast of Europe two
 days after; on the Pacific coast of North America
 nearly at full and change.

 A lunar month is the period from new moon to
 new moon, 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 2.7 seconds.
 The interval of time between successive passages of
 the moon over the meridian of any place is on an
 average of 24 hours and 50 minutes, known as a
 lunar day ; therefore, the time of high or low water
 at a place becomes 50 minutes later daily. This daily

 delay is known as the daily retardation. When the
 inflņence of the sun is such as to shorten the lunitidal
 interval, causing the tide to occur earlier than usual,
 then is said to be a "priming" of the tide ; the reverse
 is known as a "lagging." The action of the sun is
 similar to that of the moon, but the sun being more
 distant the effect is less.

 Tidal Wave

 The observed tide is not a simple wave, but is made
 up of several undulations, rising and falling from the
 mean sea level which, while lagging behind the rate
 of the moon's apparent motion, passes across the
 oceans at a high velocity, estimated in the Atlantic
 as 500 miles per hour. Two components of the gen-
 eral wave can be separated as semi-diurnal and
 diurnal tides, the first giving two high and two low
 waters per day, the second giving one high and one
 low. The two tides exist in different proportions for
 different seas. The effect of the combination is to
 cause a diurnal inequality in the height of consecutive
 high and low waters and in the tidal intervals. The
 height of the diurnal wave is at a maximum soon
 after the moon attains its extreme declination, that
 is, when its apparent position is farthest north or
 south of the earth's equator and is, therefore, near
 the tropics. The tides which then occur are called
 tropic tides.

 An observer on the ocean would not be able to

 note the passage of the tidal wave, it is so long and
 low, and in its passage simply increases the ocean
 depth by a few feet without producing any resultant
 horizontal movement. As shoal water is approached,
 a portion of the wave energy is transformed into a
 movement of translation, and currents are formed.
 Off an open coast these are of so slight a velocity as to
 be generally obscured by currents due to other causes.
 Off the Atlantic coast their velocity is about half a
 mile per hour. As indentations in the coast line are
 reached, the tidal wave is piled up on itself and the
 tidal range increased. For example, in the bight of
 the Atlantic coast line between Cape Lookout and
 Cape Canaveral, when the tidal range at Tybee Is-
 land, at the head of the bight, is 8 feet, the range
 at Cape Lookout is 314 feet and that at Cape
 Canaveral 5 14 feet. In the angle formed by the
 south shore of Long Island and the New Jersey coast,
 when the tidal range at Sandy Hook is 6 feet, that at
 Montauk Point is 214 feet and that at Barnegat In-
 let 4 feet.

 The crest of the tidal wave reaches the two sides
 ot the openings in the coast at nearly the same
 moment. Cape Charles and Cape Henry, 15 miles
 apart, form the sides of the entrance to Chesapeake
 Bay. The difference in the times of high water at
 the two points is between two and three minutes.

 Tidal Currents

 In confined waters of bays and channels, yet more
 of the wave energy is transformed into movements
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 of translation and strong currents are formed. If the
 tidal heights are plotted, using elapsed time as
 abscissae and tidal heights as ordinates, a smooth
 curve is formed. From a series of such curves, ob-
 served for at least one lunar month, the mean rise
 and fall of the tide (range), the mean duration of
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 At IVz lunar hours after the time of the moon's passage across the meridian of New
 York, the tide is at "low water stand" and the current is flowing seaward (ebbing)
 with a velocity of 214 feet per second (1 Vk miles per hour). The change of cur-
 rent from ebb to flood, or "slack water" (0 current), occurs at the fourth lunar
 hour, while the tide is rising and at about half its total height. At the sixth lunar
 hour is the maximum flood current velocity, 2*4 feet per second. The tide con-
 tinues to rise but the flood current velocities begin to decrease. "High water
 stand" is at the seventh and one-half lunar hour. The tide then begins to fall,
 but the flood current continues until the ninth and one-half lunar hour when slack
 occurs, and the ebb sets in, with the tide falling. At the twelfth lunar hour the
 tide has fallen to 1 1/3 feet below mean sea level at Sandy Hook and the ebb
 has attained a velocity of 2y2 feet per second. It will be noted that the ebb flow
 continues for two and one-half hours against a rising tide, and the flood continues
 for two hours after the tide begins to fall.

 rise (flood) and fall (ebb), the level of
 the mean low water, and the mean sea,
 or in an estuary, tide level can be ob-
 tained with approximate accuracy. If
 great accuracy is required the observa-
 tions must be prolonged through a
 period great enough to cover not only
 the tides under all relative positions of
 the sun and moon, but also the occasional
 seasonal variations due to wind and
 weather conditions.

 The highest and lowest positions of
 the tide are known as high water
 "stand" and low water "stand." The
 time of change of tidal current direction
 is known as ' ' slack ' ' water, that from an
 inward (flood current) direction to an
 outward (ebb current) direction, as high
 water slack; that from ebb to flood, as
 low water slack. Since the currents are
 produced by the tidal wave it is natural
 to assume that the respective times of
 stand and slack would be the same.
 Such is sometimes the case. But in a

 large estuary the energy, or as sometimes
 termed, the inertia, of the great volume

 of the moving water must be overcome by working
 against a head before the current is stopped and its
 direction of flow reversed. The interval of time be-

 tween stand and the corresponding slack may be as
 great as from two to three hours. During a portion
 of this time the surface slope is reversed and the

 water seems to be running uphill ;
 it is actually working against a head.

 Tidal Action in Estuaries

 A tidal wave passes up an estuary un-
 der the impulse of the ocean tide wave,
 but with a diminished velocity which
 varies with the depth of water and the
 width and straightness of the channel.
 As the channel shoals, the velocity di-
 minishes rapidly.

 The wave passing through the estuary
 causes a difference of head from point
 to point, thus producing currents. If
 the water levels be observed simultane-
 ously at different points along the estu-
 ary it will be found that at the moment
 of high water at the entrance the tidal
 level decreases from the entrance toward

 its head to a point where low tide is
 found and then, if the estuary be long
 enough, increases to the high tide level.

 Take the Hudson River for example.
 This river has the characteristics of an

 estuary between the Battery, New York,
 and Hudson, about 116 miles north.
 From Hudson to Troy, about 34 miles,
 it is more like an ordinary tidal stream,
 with the fresh water flow exerting a
 predominant influence. All tidal ac-
 tion is stopped by the dam at Troy.
 The times of high and low water and the
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 Figure 2

 Shows the approximate slope of the levels of mean tide in the Hudson between the
 Narrows and Albany ; also in a general way the surface slopes during one tide.
 It is not accurate, but simply illustrates the action described.
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 range at various points along the river are given in
 the Atlantic Coast Tide Tables, published annually
 by the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic
 Survey. Though for some of the up-river points the
 data there given are not strictly accurate they are
 sufficiently correct for the purpose of illustration.

 The tidal wave enters the Lower Bay of New York
 between Sandy Hook and Coney Island and passes up
 the harbor through the Narrows to the Battery and
 thence up the Hudson. From the Battery to Hudson,
 the velocity of wave advance is about 16 miles per
 hour; and from Hudson to Troy about 8 miles per
 hour. On a given day the time of high water at the
 Battery was 8 :30 a. m. At this same time there was
 low water at Tivoli (101 miles north), while at Troy
 (49 miles further north) the high water of the
 preceding tide wave crest had passed 57 minutes
 earlier. The length of the wave from crest to crest
 is thus more than 156 miles. The tidal ranges for
 the tide considered were given as follows: Coney
 Island 4.7 ft. ; Battery 4.7 ft.; Hudson 4.5 ft.; Troy
 0.7 ft. Figure 2 shows the approximate slope of the
 levels of mean tide in the Hudson between the Nar-

 rows and Albany ; also in a general way the surface
 slopes during one tide. It is not accurate, but
 simply illustrates the action described above.

 The tidal currents developed by the wave have ve-
 locities much less than those of the wave propagation.
 The current velocities in the Narrows are normally
 2 miles per hour for floods and 2.6 miles per hour for
 ebbs. Those at Albany are 0 to 0.7 mile per hour
 for floods and 0 to 0.8 mile per hour for ebbs.

 Tidal Predictions

 While the laws which govern tidal propagation in
 the ocean are understood sufficiently to permit pre-
 dictions of time and range to be made long in advance,
 which are accurate excepting where temporary local
 weather conditions cause modifications, those which
 govern tidal propagation in estuaries of varying chan-
 nel dimensions are not yet fully known. Observations
 are being made along the Hudson River with a view
 to a better determination. These can only be made
 during the low water periods of the river, in order
 to avoid the complications caused by river freshets.
 A freshet of 6 or more feet rise at Albany obliterates
 the flood currents there. Though the observations
 were started some years ago they were interrupted by
 the war and a series through a period of -years long
 enough to make the results correspond to the average
 river conditions has not yet been completed. It is
 known, however, that though the tidal range and the
 velocity of wave propagation vary from reach to
 reach of the river, the elevations of the heights of
 mean tide lie in a fairly straight line which has a
 slight slope up from the Battery to Hudson and a
 sharper slope up from Hudson to Troy.

 To sum up, the tide crosses the ocean as an unus-
 ually long wave, moving with great velocity. In the
 ocean the passage of the wave cannot be noticed,
 since it imparts no resultant horizontal motion to a
 vessel. In shoal or constricted waters a portion of the
 wave energy is transformed into a horizontal move-
 ment of the water, forming currents, which have a ve-
 locity far less than the velocity of wave propagation.
 In estuaries and tidal rivers the tidal wave moves un-

 der the impulse of the ocean wave, but the velocity of
 wave propagation diminishes rapidly as the water
 becomes shoaler. Currents are formed in the estu-

 aries by the differences of head produced at
 the various points by the progress of the
 tidal wave, but the current velocities are rela-
 tively small and the times of change of cur-
 rent direction are usually later than the times
 of high and low water. Contrary to popular belief ,
 the changes in water level in tidal areas are not pro-
 duced by the tidal currents , but the reverse , the tidal
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 This figure, copied from the Report of the Metropolitan Sewerage
 Commission of New York, 1912, shows the action of successive
 tidal currents in the Hudson. It will be noted that the float
 released near the mouth of the Spuyten Duyvil Creek toward the
 end of a flood current, reached the inner end of Ambrose Chan-
 nel only at the end of the fourth ebb after release-

 currents are caused by the passage of the tide wave.
 Just as in river floods, the increased pressures caus-
 ing increased heads are transmitted faster than the
 current velocities of the waters which produce the
 floods. In the Mississippi River above the mouth of
 the Red River where there are many shoal areas, the
 average velocity of flood wave movement was re-
 ported in 1892 to be 3.43 miles per hour, while the
 average velocity of current was 3.38 miles per hour.
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 Below the mouth of the Red River near Carrolton,
 where the Mississippi River has a deep and capacious
 channel, the rate of flood wave movement was 17
 miles per hour, while the current velocity was 3.7 miles
 per hour.

 Tidal Laws and Engineering Problems

 The necessity for more knowledge is shown by a
 practical, existing problem. The project for the im-
 provement of the upper Hudson calls for the forma-
 tion of a channel 12 feet deep at low water. This
 portion of the river has been under improvement for
 many years. The increases of channel width and
 depth made between 1876 and 1910 increased the tidal
 range at Troy from 0.8 foot to 2.3 feet, and lowered
 the plane of mean low water at Troy by 1.25 feet. In
 the absence of exact knowledge, in order to know the
 depth of excavation required to give the desired
 depth when the proposed channel width and depth
 should have been provided, an assumption had to be
 made of the position of the ultimate mean low water
 plane. Since much of the channel deepening must
 be made through rock, it is evident that any consider-
 able error in the elevation of the assumed plane would
 prove to be expensive.

 The same kind of a problem was encountered when
 the project for opęning ą sea-level canal between
 lower New York Bay and the Delaware River at
 Bordentown was being formed. The length of the
 proposed canal is 34 miles. At the northern extrem-
 ity the mean tidal range is 5.1 feet; at the southern
 4.8 feet. The mean low water plane at the north is
 0.2 foot lower than that at the south. High water àt
 the south occurs three and one-half hours before, the
 high water at the north. Other complications exist
 in the difference of the extreme tidal ranges and in
 the freshets of the Delaware River. Independent
 computations were made by the U. S. Engineers and
 by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, using the
 best data obtainable and they were in close agree-
 ment. It was predicted that the current velocities
 would probably not exceed 1.27 miles per hour and
 that the resultant movement of water in the canal

 would probably be to the north. A similar problem
 is found in the Cape Cod Canal. Current velocities
 are caused by differences in head and these differ-
 ences in estuaries are a function of tidal wave move-
 ment.

 A knowledge of the tidal action is essential for all
 engineers engaged in the improvement of tidal waters.
 The space between the planes of high and low water
 filled and emptied during each complete tide, is
 known as the tidal prism. At each point of a tidal
 waterway the channel dimensions should be suffi-
 cient to provide during flood currents, for the pas-
 sage without excessive velocities of the volume of
 water required to fill the tidal prism above, to the
 limit of the movement of the flood currents passing '
 that point, and during the ebb flow for emptying
 this prism with the addition of the volume of the
 river discharge during the tidal period. It is evi-
 dent then that tidal channels should be funnel
 shaped with the large end toward the sea,
 and that the narrowing of a tidal channel
 may have disastrous effects in the reach above.
 In hydrographie surveying, the soundings given

 by the lead must be reduced to the depth at a
 fixed plane, usually that of mean low water ; and the
 elevation of that plane must be carefully determined.
 Since this elevation varies throughout an estuary and
 since surface elevations vary constantly, numerous
 tide gauges must be used and the soundings corrected
 by the readings of one tide gauge must be limited to
 an area the size of which must be determined from

 the slopes of the water surface and the degree of
 accuracy required. Too frequently survey charts
 are rendered inaccurate through neglect of this pre-
 caution. There are practically no horizontal surfaces
 in tidal waters. Differences in barometric pressures
 exist on a broad area which also affect the accuracy
 of a survey.

 Another error which is sometimes found in com-
 putations for volumes of tidal flow results from fail-
 ure to observe current directions at the level at which
 each current velocity is measured. It frequently
 occurs in estuaries that the flood currents are found
 at the bottom of a channel at the same time that the
 ebb runs strongly at the surface.

 DISCUSSION
 G. T. Ruďe

 Lieut. Comdr., U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,
 Chief, Division of Tides and Currents

 In his article on " Tidal Action on Coasts and in
 Estuaries, ' ' General Black has referred to types of
 tide in general. The value to the engineer of a
 knowledge of the principal types and forms would
 appear to warrant an amplification of this particular
 phase of the subject, with examples of the different
 types of tides.

 Types of Tide

 Though the tides in different parts of the world
 assume a number of different types and forms, they
 may be conveniently classed as three distinct types,
 with their different forms. The main classification
 may be made into the semi-daily, the daily and the
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 Figure 4
 Three types of tide, daily, semi-daily and mixed.

 mixed. Figure 4 represents reproductions of auto-
 matic tide gauge records at Portland, Me., Manila
 and San Francisco, illustrating these simplest- types,
 the semi-daily tide at Portland, the daily at Manila
 and the mixed type at San Francisco.

 The simple form of the semi-daily has two high
 and two low waters each day; also the morning and
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